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PREFACE
In 2006 the Pan American Health Organization conducted a regional survey to determine where countries in
Latin America and the Caribbean stood in terms of disaster preparedness, mitigation and response. The results
of this survey have been used to design and focus activities to reach expected results and meet benchmarks
set forth in PAHO’s emergency preparedness and disaster relief biennial work plan for 2008-09.  
Well-designed and comprehensive surveys, however, are costly and extremely time consuming to carry out.
Often, by the time the information is collected and properly analyzed, it is out of date. Therefore, PAHO has
looked for ways to help national health authorities assess or re-evaluate on a more frequent basis their progress
in this important area.
During working group discussions at the 2008 Caribbean Health Disaster Coordinators meeting, and under
the framework of PAHO’s Disaster Strategic Plan, participants rallied around the idea of developing a Health
Sector Self-Assessment Tool for Disaster Risk Reduction to evaluate key aspects of disaster risk management
(notably mitigation and preparedness). The Tool is generally limited to information and data – quantitative and
qualitative – available to or generated by the health sector. As an internal tool for use by the health sector, it
will aid in determining priorities for a national health sector risk reduction or disaster management program (or
set of initiatives) and, if used regularly, as a monitoring tool for measuring changes (or lack thereof) over time.
To be effective, it requires objective responses from Health Disaster Coordinators and other relevant health
sector stakeholders.
It is important to point out that the Tool was developed with the knowledge of professionals from health and
disaster management fields, and with expert input from monitoring and evaluation specialists. Consensus was
achieved following intense discussions and pilot application in three countries. By its very nature of application
however, the Tool has an element of subjectivity and will likely be adjusted/updated as it is applied and new
things are learnt. Even within this limitation, it is recognized as maybe the best system available to rapidly
provide a snapshot picture of the status of preparedness and mitigation in the country’s health sector.  
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